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introducción

T he Church is having a mission to be accomplished and it needs temporal 
goods to fulfill its ultimate goal. Therefore, it’s natural for the Church 
to engage in temporal affairs 1. From the time of the apostles to our pe-

riod, Church adhered many visible changes. The Second vatican Council was 
a turning point in the Church, which brought many changes in the different 
offices of administration. It emphasized that the immediate responsibility of 
the entire people of God is the realization of the salvific mission 2.

Though the Church implicate in earthly matters, the reason of its exist-
ence is the salvation of mankind 3. Church use money and temporal goods as 
instruments for its mission advancement. The involvement of the Church in 
such tasks demands a responsible management of its goods. a just adminis-
tration always requires principles, formation, and adequate organization. The 
Church has the obligation to preserve, protect and administer the temporal 
goods according to its needs. The peculiarity of the temporal goods is that 
they can generate a sense of safety in the development of the mission of the 
Church. Many recent studies conclude that money could help people to im-
prove their self-sufficiency, which is not the aim of the Church and would 
probably generate delays in the mission. It is because of this, that the Church 
should be watchful in the management of its temporal activities.

The Church makes use of temporal goods insofar as her own mission re-
quires it 4. The Codex Iuris Canonici (CIC), favors this approach of the Church. 
Whereas, when canons are reduced to the economic field only, they fail to ful-
fil the real mission which the legislator intended to mention. There are many 
goods which have an ecclesial purpose, but all do not have the same relevance 
in the canonical order 5. The development and mission of the Church should 
be in concordance with the principles of the Church 6.

1 For a brief overview of the Church’s use of Temporal Goods, cf. J. W. PokuSa, Introduction to a 
Church Finance Handbook: Background for the Law on Temporal Goods, in K. E.-L. a. di nardo, 
J. W. PokuSa (eds.), Church Finance Handbook, Washington, 1999, vii-xvii.

2 Cf. J. Hervada, Diritto costituzionale canonico, Milano 1989, 85-91; J. I. arrieta, Funzione pub-
blica e ufficio ecclesiastico, in Ius Ecclesiae 6 (1995) 910-913.

3 Cf. Can. 1752 «[...] keeping in mind the salvation of souls, which in the Church must always be 
the supreme law».

4 Cf. Gaudium et spes, n. 76.
5 To have an overview about the canonical way of ecclesiastical organization, cf. J. I. arrieta, Diritto 

dell organizacione ecclesiastica, Milano 1997; a. cattaneo, La Chiesa locale, Città del vaticano 2003.
6 Cf. F. G. MorriSey, Acquiring temporal goods for the Church’s mission, in The Jurist 56 (1996) 586-603.
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Due to lack of temporal or economic resources, the mission of the 
Church is interrupted in many fields of evangelization. It is decisive for the 
Church not to refuge solely in the infrastructures that offer temporal security 
which limits the mission of the Church. Even when the Church had limited 
temporal resources, the mission of the Church continued. It is a proof that 
the mission of the Church is not temporal bound. Lack of temporal resources 
may punctuate the mission, but it does not signify the end. The mission of 
the Church goes far beyond the temporal security. It is the mission of God in 
human hands.

«In every activity of evangelization, the primacy always belongs to God, 
who has called us to cooperate with him and who leads us on by the power 
of his Spirit» 7.

The lack of temporal goods is not a preoccupation of the Church. as 
every baptized is an evangelizer, Church will never lack resources.

«an evangelizing community is also supportive, standing by people at 
every step of the way, no matter how difficult or lengthy this may pro-
ve to be. It is familiar with patient expectation and apostolic endurance. 
Evangelization consists mostly of patience and disregard for constraints 
of time» 8.

That which concerns the Church is the just administration of the tempo-
ral goods 9. Lack of organization and lack of professionals or experienced peo-
ple in the management of the temporal goods of the Church puts in danger 
the mission of the Church. Deficiency of just administration of goods in the 
Church creates disorder 10. recent political attacks and common man’s com-
plaint is about the mismanagement of the temporal goods of the Church. all 
arguments raised against the Church are not true, but it is the moral respon-
sibility of each faithful to be trustworthy. The Church can still provide still a 
better instrument to help the faithful in the administration of temporal goods, 
especially the finance.

7 EG, n.12.
8 EG, n. 24.
9 Cf. a. buSSo, «administrador de bienes», in DGDC, I, 228-230.
10 Cf. J. MiñaMbreS, «administración de bienes», in DGDC, I, 203-210.
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In the diocesan level it is the financial administrator who handles the 
whole system of money management 11. In certain circumstances it depends on 
the financial administrator whether a particular mission of the Church could 
be carried out or not, depending on the amount to be spent. rather than a 
control on money, he is the one who indirectly decides the «when» of the 
mission. The obligations of a financial administrator are clearly specified in 
the CIC. Despite of this, the financial administrator is vested with incompe-
tent roles in the dioceses. Money and other temporal goods of the diocese gets 
retained by the financial administrator for the future use which limits the mis-
sion of the Church. Incompetent involvements of personals in the mission of 
the Church punctuates the mission. This could be corrected in different ways 
and it is the obligation of the diocesan Bishop to find the adequate manner in 
which he could carry out the mission of the Church uninterrupted.

1. a MiSSion entruSted to tHe dioceSan biSHoP

The missionary spirit of the Church takes new paths to obtain its target. 
The Codex Iuris Canonici of 1983 suggests some means to achieve this objec-
tive. Can. 1261 § 2 is an example of such a perspective. It asks the faithful to 
support the Church in her needs which are specific. They play a crucial role 
in the advancement of its mission. The question that arises in this juncture is: 
who is competent to ask the faithful to support the Church? The answer can 
be traced in can. 1261 § 2, which states the following: «The diocesan Bishop 
is bound to admonish the faithful of the obligation mentioned in can. 222, 
§ 1 and in an appropriate manner to urge its observance». In this canon, the 
duty of the diocesan Bishop is highlighted. It is, his obligation to remind the 
faithful to do what is mentioned in can. 222 § 1 12.

The obligation of the diocesan Bishop to urge the faithful in an appropriate 
manner can be implemented in many ways. The Bishops in the United States 
found a creative manner in the approach to their pastoral necessities. as leaders 
of the communities, the Bishops wanted to spread the message of sharing and 

11 The terms economo or procurator is widely used instead of financial administrator, in many asian 
dioceses which have a religious missionary tradition.

12 Can. 222 § 1: «The Christian faithful are obliged to assist with the needs of the Church so that 
the Church has what is necessary for divine worship, for the works of the apostolate and of 
charity, and for the decent support of ministers».
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caring. The Bishops oriented the faithful to be good stewards. The stewards, 
in turn, adopted stewardship as a way of life. In many Catholic communities of 
the United States, the pastoral guidance was oriented to a praxis of stewardship. 
These communities were familiar with stewardship as a way of life. There are 
many scriptural verses which support the stewardship living. For example, St. 
Peter, the first Bishop, reminds the faithful to be good stewards.

«as each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards 
of Gods varied grace. (I Peter 4:10)»

Many archdioceses and dioceses of United States at present are known 
as «stewardship and development dioceses». It was not a mere administration 
that the Bishops of the United States aimed. It was mission advancement that 
they focused.

The Church in the United States studied and developed the ministry of 
stewardship with the help of a specific office. This approach is an «Opportuno 
modo eam urgere» from the part of the Bishop. Thereby, the creation of an 
office of stewardship and development became a way for the mission advance-
ment of the Church in the United States. Currently, most of the archdioceses 
and dioceses of the United States have their own «office of Stewardship and 
Development» 13. These archdioceses and dioceses serve as a model for adapt-
ing this «appropriate manner» to other countries and communities.

Everything changed rapidly when the United States Conference of 
Catholic Bishops (USCCB) published in the year 1992 the pastoral letter, 
«Stewardship: a Disciple’s response». This was the turning point of steward-
ship as a method of evangelization in the postmodern american world. This 
created a great impact in the Church rooted in United States.

2. notion oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent

In, «Stewardship: a Disciple’s response», the USCCB highlighted the 
fact that each faithful is a steward. The definition of a steward for them was 
totally different from what we understand commonly as a steward. In general, 

13 The office of development is a usual office in most of the fast-growing companies, industries 
and universities of the twenty first century. They have the task of taking the company to the next 
progressed level, especially in the financial status of the company. 
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the term steward gives the idea of a person who safeguards material and human 
resources and using them responsibly. Whereas, a Christian steward means a 
person who receives Gods gifts gratefully, cultivates them responsibly, shares 
them lovingly in justice with others, and returns them with an increase to the 
Lord. This change’s the whole definition of a steward. This radical change was 
adopted by many Catholic communities in the United States.

a series of studies, writings, guides and offices appeared within no time 14. 
These offices proved through years that they are an effective instrument of 
advancement for the mission of the Church. The USCCB found that steward-
ship is an appropriate manner to help the faithful to grow in the commitments 
of the Church. Therefore, in the tenth anniversary of the 1992 Pastoral letter 
the USCCB, published another edition of the same pastoral letter with addi-
tional material 15.

2.1. Canonical foundation of an office of stewardship and development

Stewardship existed long before the pastoral letter of the USCCB was pub-
lished. It existed as a way of life. Whereas, an office for managing stewardship 
for development is a recent evolution. This office can find its canonical founda-
tion in can. 1261 § 2 of the CIC. according to this canon, the diocesan Bishop 
is bound to remind the faithful of their obligations mentioned in can. 222 § 1.

This canon demands the faithful to provide for the divine worship, for 
the works of apostolate and charity, and for the worthy support of the min-
isters. The Church receives the financial support for these needs from the 
people of God. It is the duty of the Bishop to urge the faithful in an appro-
priate manner to fulfill these duties. This always depends on the social and 
economic circumstances in which the community is found. along with other 
matters, can. 1261 § 2 highlights one of the duties of a diocesan Bishop. he is 
the prime factor to pasture the flock in an appropriate manner.

The definition of stewardship and development can be summarized in 
a single word «advancement». The Church in United Sates is aiming an all-

14 Some of the principal books and study materials about stewardship and development are added 
to the bibliography of this article for an easy reference. 

15 The extra material included a Summary of the United States Bishops’ pastoral letter on Stew-
ardship, named: «To Be a Christian Steward» and «Stewardship and Development in Catholic Dioceses 
and Parishes». This was a solid document from the part of the USCCB. It is a resource manual 
for those who plan to have an office of stewardship and development.
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round progress in every sector of development – spiritual, social and econom-
ic. Most of the archdioceses, dioceses, parishes and Christian communities 
implemented the proposal of the USCCB. The words of the pastoral letter 
became offices of stewardship and development in many communities.

2.2. The proposal of Stewardship by USCCB

It was in the year 1992 for the first time that the Bishops of the United 
States spoke about stewardship. The conference directed a pastoral letter with 
some good ideas about stewardship. The letter «Stewardship: a Disciple’s re-
sponse» explained who is a steward and what is stewardship? It concluded by 
teaching a way of being a true Christian disciple like the Blessed virgin.

The theme of reflection for the Bishops was a sentence from St. Peter 
«as each one has received a gift, use it to serve one another as good stewards 
of Gods varied grace». In common man’s language, each follower of Christ 
is a steward. as stewards the faithful receive Gods gifts great fully, cultivate 
them responsibly share them lovingly in justice with others and return them 
with increase to the Lord. a steward of Christ responds in a particular way to 
the call of discipleship.

For a steward, God is the giver and source of all things. hence a true 
disciple receives everything as a gift and considers everything that he manages 
as a gift. The stewards are so grateful to God that they want to use everything 
that they have for love to God and for one another.

God created world is entrusted by him to man to care and cultivate. 
The protection and preservation of the environment is the stewardship of 
ecological concern. recently this ecological concern was in limelight with the 
encyclical Laudato Si of Pope Francis. The second vatican council states that, 
through work, we build up not only our world but the kingdom of God, al-
ready present among us.

2.3. Stewardship is a way of life

Stewardship is a self-giving. It is not money oriented. It has underlying 
values such as identity, trust, gratitude and love 16. The prime understanding of a 

16 a. keMberlinG-M. Glodava, Making stewardship a way of life: a Complete Guide for Catholic 
Parishes, huntington 2010, 11.
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stewardship office is that it is not a fundraising office. Disgracefully many con-
siders it as an office of financial or temporal benefitting structures. Stewardship 
is not just about money. It is about an instrument to follow Christ more closely. 
a true steward will be able to guide others to the understanding that steward-
ship is a spirituality. It tends to identify the faithful that stewardship is a way of 
life 17. Stewardship is a creative way to teach the faithful how to administer his 
God given gifts-time, talent and treasure, for the mission of the Church.

In a spiritual life, many things are done by the faithful out of love. It is not 
just following some Theology. Stewardship takes us to the next step of theolo-
gy which is the practice of Theology out of Love. In this juncture, it becomes 
spirituality. This means a life of thanksgiving for all of Gods blessings that result 
in a spirit filled, vibrant community. Stewardship helps to change our vision 
about Church. Mila Glodava shares her experience about some of the poorest 
parishes of Philippines after having an office of stewardship and development 18: 
«While in the past, the Church was there to help them in their daily struggle. 
Now they are the Church. They take care of the Church. With this new mind-
set, giving has become a part of their ownership of the Church» 19.

2.4. Inherent values of stewardship

There are some chief underlying values in stewardship namely: identity, 
trust, gratitude and love. as Christians, we have an identity as followers of 
Christ. More than a follower a Christian knows that he is created by God in 
his own image. We are grateful to God and we know that we belong to God. 
If God is our creator, we belong to God. Therefore, everything that I have, 
belongs to God. Everything is given to me so that I may manage them for God 
as a good steward. our time, talent and treasure belong to God.

It’s like the philosophical question who am I? it is a real quest of identity. It 
is the identity of belongingness to God that makes one serve God. Trust in God 
is a preparation for the blessedness of the poor. They shall see God 20. If there 

17 Cf. D. Zalbidea, Corresponsabilidad en el sostenimiento de la Iglesia, in DGDC, II, 785-787.
18 Mila Glodova is a stewardship orientor and author along with andrew Kemberling of the guide: 

Making stewardship a way of life. She directed many conferences and ongoing programs of stew-
ardship in many dioceses and archdioceses of asia and United States.

19 a. keMberlinG-M. Glodava, Making stewardship..., cit., 15.
20 CCC 2457.
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is a clear identity to the belongingness of God, it will generate confidence and 
trust in God. God who created you, looks to your needs. Do not retain anything 
from which is being granted to you to serve the needy. a steward is trustworthy 
person. This claims that all our dealings must be trustworthy. The realization of 
one’s identity helps to be a trustful man to God and his fellow people.

The third underlying value is gratitude. acceptance and trust leads a 
steward to be grateful to God. Time, talent and treasure comes from God. 
Therefore, I must be grateful to him. It is out of this gratitude that each 
steward or disciple of God shares his time, talent and treasure with others. an 
office of stewardship and development can never become a money generating 
business, rather a help to improve the way of life in which each learn to live 
like brothers and sisters in Christ.

Love is another value that we identify in a steward. Love is not optional 
for a Christian. he loves God as he is loved by God. Love is a key point of a 
steward because love is giving. The good steward understands that our chari-
table giving is based on the key idea that «we have a need to give before we give to 
a need» 21. having these four underlying values a steward can triumph with an 
office of stewardship and development.

3. launcHinG an oFFice oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent

The key figure of an office of development is the head of the community. 
In the case of an archdiocese, the archbishop; in a diocese, the Bishop and in a 
parish the parish priest. however, it is not an easy task. The right orientation is 
essential in this field otherwise the office of development turns out only to be a 
fundraising office. The aim of the authority in charge should be truly, orient the 
faithful to a true discipleship 22. Make the faithful understand that we all are stew-
ards of God and faithful caretakers of the gifts and graces bestowed upon them.

21 a. keMberlinG-M. Glodava, Making stewardship..., cit., 28.
22 To know about stewardship and the guidance of different communities, by the Church, cf. con-

FerenZa ePiScoPale italiana, Sovvenire alle necessità della Chiesa. Corresponsabilità e parteci-
pazione dei fedeli, 14 novembre 1988, in Notiziario CEI (1988) 157-186 and IDEM, Sostenere 
la Chiesa per servire tutti. A vent’anni da «Sovvenire alle necessità della Chiesa», 4 ottobre 2008; 
conFerencia ePiScoPal eSPañola, Los cristianos laicos, Iglesia en el mundo. «Id también vosotros 
a mi viña» (Mt 20,4). Líneas de acción y propuestas para promover la corresponsabilidad y participación 
de los laicos en la vida de la Iglesia y en la sociedad civil, 19 novembre 1991, in http://www.con-
ferenciaepiscopal.es/documentos/Conferencia/cristianos_laicos.htm (last visited 10.04.2018); 

http://www.conferenciaepiscopal.es/documentos/Conferencia/cristianos_laicos.htm
http://www.conferenciaepiscopal.es/documentos/Conferencia/cristianos_laicos.htm
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Prayer is a powerful instrument to start with. organize the faithful and 
find stewards who are prepared to share their time, talent and treasure with 
the needy the Church. The greatest example of stewardship is the good Sa-
maritan, who shared his time talent and treasure in the aid of another 23. an 
ideal office of stewardship and development can be formed by six stewards 
along with the head of the community. There must be a director, coordinator, 
planning officer, data management specialist, administrative assistant and a 
data entry clerk. Each of them having a specified office it favors the office 
development and management.

It all depends on how it is directed and coordinated. Putting up the infra 
structure do not mean that they have an office of development. It requires 
a well planning and attention to all that happens in the society as well as in 
the community. The faithful should feel the need of the Church is their own 
need. It is only out of true discipleship charity emanates. If not, we will be only 
finding money for our needs. This will ruin the whole office of stewardship 
and development.

The example of the archdioceses of the United States can be adapted 
to any part of the world. The big area covering archdiocese including more 
faithful and small territorial archdioceses with a small number of faithful or 
scattered faithful can be adapted according to our needs. Their offices are 
models which favor’s in launching an office of stewardship and development 
in other countries. Since all the details about these offices can be taken from 
their archdiocesan websites, it makes things easier.

4. aiMS oF an oFFice oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent

Through the analysis of the 33 archdioceses of the United States it was 
found that this office of stewardship and development is a useful instrument of 
Evangelization. The systematical data analysis of the 33 archdioceses proved 

united StateS’ conFerence oF catHolic biSHoPS, Stewardship: A Disciple’s Response. Tenth 
Anniversary Edition, Washington D.C. 2002; M. rivella (ed.), Partecipazione e corresponsabilità 
nella Chiesa. I Consigli diocesani e parrocchiali, Milano 2000; o. bobineau, J. Guyon, b. durieZ 
(eds.), La coresponsabilité en Église, utopie ou réalisme? Actes du colloque, Marseille 16-17 janvier 2009, 
Paris 2010; P. GHerri, Responsabilità ecclesiale, corresponsabilità e rappresentanza. Atti della Giornata 
canonistica interdisciplinare, Città del vaticano 2010.

23 Cf. Luke 10:25-37.
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that there is a great attractiveness for the faithful to collaborate with this of-
fice 24. The increasing number of offices and stewardship communities is a 
sign of progress and advancement in the mission of the Church. all the 33 
archdioceses were totally different in population and circumstances, but this 
office grew healthily among the Christian community. This is the proof of the 
adaptability of this office to any social and religious circumstances.

Most of the diocesan fund-raising programs has a primary objective of in-
creasing the amount of money contribution. In such activities, usually the arch-
dioceses or dioceses miss the connection between fundraising and development. 
People contribute because they are asked by the Church leader to contribute. 
This is not a voluntary act but a forced minimum giving encouragement. Stew-
ardship aims higher than giving. It aims development and advancement of all 
the faithful. Time, talent and treasure is shared as a voluntary act in stewardship.

It is the duty of this office of stewardship and development that the faith-
ful obtain the necessary understanding of stewardship as a way of life. The 
voluntary act of sharing emanates from the gratitude of the faithful for all 
the benefits received from God. Successful stewardship and development pro-
grams frequently include procedures for encouraging annual commitments of 
time, talent and treasure to the parish, diocese, school and other church-relat-
ed organizations 25. The analysis of the archdioceses reveals that the key per-
son behind each office of stewardship and development is the archbishop and 
in the dioceses the Bishop. Can. 1261 § 2 highlights that it is the responsibility 
of the diocesan Bishop to remind the faithful of their obligation.

Nine years after the publication of the 1983 CIC, the Bishops of the Unit-
ed States found a practical way worked out in this canon. It is only after nine 
years of publishing the 1983 CIC that the Bishops brought out a pastoral letter 
with new ideas. The Bishops in the United States adopted a creative way in 
1992 by publishing a pastoral letter «Stewardship: a Disciple’s response». It 
was a deep reflection of the sacred scripture as well as the documents of second 
vatican Council. a fresh air was blown to the Church of United States through 
this famous pastoral letter which is celebration its silver jubilee this year. Day by 
day there are new offices of stewardship and development in the Christian com-
munity of the United States. This is a real example of how much this office is 
favoring the mission of the Church. The bishops of the United states launched 

24 Cf. appendix 1.
25 USCCB, Stewardship: A Disciple’s Response, Washington D.C. 1992, 55. 
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these offices of stewardship and development without knowing that this office 
is having a canonical support. Can 1261 § 2 favors the decision of the bishops 
to start stewardship and development offices in their archdioceses and dioceses.

5. adaPtation oF tHe aMerican oFFice oF StewardSHiP 
and develoPMent in india

The «opportuno modo eam urgere» of can. 1261 § 2 was applied by the 
Bishops in many ways in the catholic communities of the United States 26. 
Most of the archdioceses, dioceses, and parishes are examples of this applica-
tion. The investigation made in the 33 archdioceses favored with successful 
stories that each archdiocese achieved.

The research consisted of a general analysis of the presence and function 
of the office of stewardship and development. This paved way to understand the 
value and richness of such an office in the advancement of the Church. almost 
all the archdioceses highlighted an office of stewardship and development.

Some archdioceses named it as «Stewardship office» and others «De-
velopment office». In the case of the archdiocese of Denver, such an office 
is missing. But there is something called archbishops Catholic appeal 27. This 
is one of the major planning of an office of Stewardship and Development. 
Though such an office is absent they adopted in some way the plannings of an 
office of Stewardship and Development.

The «Stewardship» and «Development» which the USCCB recom-
mended in the year 1992 was put into practice in many Christian communi-
ties. This office renewed the spirit of the communities and made them more 
active. It was not an increase in parish activities, nor economic benefits. It 
was an integral development. The faithful welcomed such interventions of the 
Church because it revived the mindset of the faithful. Drastic changes were 
seen in their communities.

Many testimonies and witnesses among the faithful are sure signs of 
growth of the faithful as good stewards 28. The United States Bishops made 

26 Can. 1261 § 2: «Episcopus dioecesanus fideles de obligatione, de qua in can. 222, § 1, monere 
tenetur et opportuno modo eam urgere».

27 https://archden.org/archbishops-catholic-appeal/ (Last visited: 10.03.2018).
28 For testimonies and changes that occurred in people through Stewardship see: C. SMitH, Cath-

olic Stewardship sharing Gods gifts, Indiana 2001. 

https://archden.org/archbishops-catholic-appeal/
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the stewardship activities under the leadership of an office. They took this of-
fice to another level of Evangelization. This office clears the path to carry out 
the mission of the Church in a creative way. It gives a value-based orientation 
which favors the mission of the Church.

Stewardship is a measuring scale to take care of the Gods gifts to us. It 
requires effort and commitment. In this post-modern era, the mission of the 
Church face challenges in many fields. Pope Francis in Evangelii Gaudium 
narrates the different challenges that are faced by the Church. he also cheers 
the faithful to face the challenges, to go forward, to spread the light of the 
Gospel.

«The word of God constantly shows us how God challenges those who 
believe in him ‘to go forth’. abraham received the call to set out for a new 
land (cf. Gen 12:1-3). Moses heard God’s call: ‘Go, I send you’ (Ex 3:10) and 
led the people towards the promised land (cf. Ex 3:17). To Jeremiah God 
says: ‘To all whom I send you, you shall go’ (Jer 1:7). In our day, Jesus’ com-
mand to ‘go and make disciples’ echoes in the changing scenarios and ever 
new challenges to the Church’s mission of evangelization, and all of us are 
called to take part in this new missionary ‘going forth’. Each Christian and 
every community must discern the path that the Lord points out, but all of 
us are asked to obey his call to go forth from our own comfort zone in order 
to reach all the ‘peripheries’ in need of the light of the Gospel» 29.

The Bishops in the United States found a practical way to deal with the 
many-faced crisis of United States by launching an office of stewardship and 
development. The analysis of the different archdioceses proved that it was a 
fruitful endeavor that the Bishops have installed in their dioceses. The com-
munities with this office have advanced in the mission of the Church. Most 
of these became vibrant active archdioceses, dioceses or parishes. It was not a 
temporal advancement rather an advancement in the mission of the Church 
along with the temporal development.

«We are not simply talking about ensuring nourishment or a ‘dignified 
sustenance’ for all people, but also their ‘general temporal welfare and pros-
perity’. This means education, access to health care, and above all employ-
ment, for it is through free, creative, participatory and mutually supportive 

29 EG, n. 20.
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labour that human beings express and enhance the dignity of their lives. a 
just wage enables them to have adequate access to all the other goods which 
are destined for our common use» 30.

The faithful learned from this office that they all are stewards and are 
bound to be stewards of the Lord. Being a good steward is not an option 
rather it is a vocation. a good steward is a faithful disciple of Christ. When 
the faithful understands stewardship as a way of life they become the Church 
and the needs of the Church become their needs. From the good steward 
emanates the ardent desire to give. With this new mindset, giving has become 
a part of their ownership of the Church 31. It gives rise to infrastructures that 
favor meeting courageously the necessities of the Church. a radical change 
overpowers giving and becomes an urge to give. Stewardship involves devel-
oping a need to give, rather than merely giving to a need 32.

These offices become instruments in the right hands (stewards). It facili-
tates the needed attention to all economic and temporal needs of the Church. 
Though some considered it as a money-making office, the function of this 
office is to guide the faithful in the right way of discipleship. The involvement 
of money and temporal goods are secondary. It is not an office to manage the 
financial crisis of any community.

The aim of the study of the United States archdioceses was to know 
about the functioning of the office of Stewardship and Development. It was 
also to verify whether this office is having any canonical foundation. The re-
search found a strong basement for this office in can. 1261 § 2. This office is 
an active application of can. 1261 § 2.

The scope of this canon is not limited to a specific place. It is open to any 
Bishop in any territory. They can apply this canon in their own creative way. 
This permits the study of the implementation of the creativity of the Bishops 
of the United States to other parts of the world. This office can be implanted 
in other countries with total security since it is functioning well in the United 
States from 1992. Even there is an International Catholic Stewardship Coun-
cil in which many archdioceses, dioceses, and parishes of the United States are 
members 33.

30 EG, n. 192.
31 Cf. a. keMberlinG-M. Glodava, Making Stewardship..., cit.,15.
32 Cf. C. ZecH, Best Practices in Parish Stewardship, huntington 2008, 10.
33 Cf. www.catholicstewardship.com (Last visited: 10.03.2018).
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5.1. Adaptability of the office of stewardship and development in India

Christianity in India has its roots dating back to 52 a.D. with the arrival 
of St. Thomas in India. This states that it is having the oldest Christian tradi-
tion. Despite being the oldest tradition, it counts only 2.3% of the Christian 
population and is also facing persecution. The historical, social and political 
background of India, in brief, will favor a better understanding of the need of 
an office of stewardship and development in India. This is to show the context 
in which I am suggesting the launching of an office of stewardship and devel-
opment. It is a developing country with a vibrant active Christian community. 
The mission of the Church is faithfully carried out by the followers of Christ 
living in this nation. an office of stewardship and development would facili-
tate the catholic communities of India to spread the mission in a planned way.

Planning helps the mission of the Church in a strategical way to achieve its 
goals in a multireligious country. Since Christians are a minority, it needs a pru-
dent planning to stabilize the current situation of Christians in India. Persever-
ance of faith is not the only goal that the Church is setting. The Church in India 
should progress in other fields to carry the ultimate mission of the Church.

Many priests and religious are in forefront of any social problems faced 
by the country. They never lacked the missionary spirit. The Church in India 
is in a constant struggle for opportunities to develop. In India, 21.9% of the 
population lives below the national poverty line 34.

Material destitution is what is normally called poverty and affects those 
living in conditions opposed to human dignity: those who lack basic rights and 
needs such as food, water, hygiene, work and the opportunity to develop and 
grow culturally. In response to this destitution, the Church offers her help, her 
diakonia, in meeting these needs and binding these wounds which disfigure the 
face of humanity 35.

5.2. Geographical and social features of India

India is the seventh biggest country in the world. When this nation 
gained independence from the British in 1947, the population was a mere 
350 million. Now India is the second populated country with, 1,210,193,422 

34 https://www.adb.org/countries/india/poverty (Last visited: 10.03.2018).
35 FranciS, Lenten Message 2014.

https://www.adb.org/countries/india/poverty
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(623.7 million males and 586.4 million females) 36. The country covers an 
area of 32,87,263 sq. km (1,269,346 sq mi), extending from the snow-covered 
himalayan heights to the tropical rain forests of the south.

India stands apart from the rest of asia, marked off as it is by mountains 
and the sea, which give the country a distinct geographical entity. Bounded by 
the Great himalayas in the north, it stretches southwards and at the Tropic 
of Cancer, tapers off into the Indian ocean between the Bay of Bengal on the 
east and the arabian Sea on the west 37.

There are 22 different languages that have been recognized by the Con-
stitution of India, of which hindi is an official Language along with other 
recognized languages. article 343 empowered Parliament to provide by law 
for continued use of English for official purposes 38. according to the provi-
sional results of the 2011 census, the literacy rate in the Country stands at 
74.04 percent, 82.14% for males and 65.46% for females. India is comprised 
of 29 states and 7 union territories 39.

36 https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile (Last visited: 10.03.2018). India’s population, as on 1 
March 2011. For a detailed information about population growth refer the official government 
website of census in India in the following link http://censusindia.gov.in/2011census/censusin-
fodashboard/index.html (Last visited: 10.03.2018). 

37 Cf. https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile (Last visited 10.03.2018). 
38 Cf. article 343 in The Constitution of India 1949: «official language of the Union:
 (1) The official language of the Union shall be hindi in Devanagari script, the form of nu-

merals to be used for the official purposes of the Union shall be the international form of 
Indian numerals. (2) Notwithstanding anything in clause (1), for a period of fifteen years from 
the commencement of this Constitution, the English language shall continue to be used for 
all the official purposes of the Union for which it was being used immediately before such 
commencement: Provided that the president may, during the said period, by order authorize 
the use of the hindi language in addition to the English language and of the Devanagari form 
of numerals in addition to the international form of Indian numerals for any of the official 
purposes of the Union. (3) Notwithstanding anything in this article, Parliament may by law 
provide for the use, after the said period of fifteen years, of: (a) the English language, or (b) 
the Devanagari form of numerals, for such purposes as may be specified in the law». also see: 
https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile (Last visited: 10.03.2018).

39 The 29 states are: andhra Pradesh, arunachal Pradesh, assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Goa, Gu-
jarat, haryana, himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, odisha, Punjab, rajasthan, 
Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Tripura, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and the 
seven union territories are: andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, The Government of 
NCT of Delhi, Dadra and Nagar haveli, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep, Puducherry. Union 
Territories are administered by the President through an administrator appointed by him/
her.

https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile
http://censusindia.gov.in/2011census/censusinfodashboard/index.html
http://censusindia.gov.in/2011census/censusinfodashboard/index.html
https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile
https://india.gov.in/india-glance/profile
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The total number of Christians are 27,819,588 among them 13,751,031 
males and 14,068,557 females according to the census of 2011 40. This will be 
2.3% of the total population. according to Union Government of India, six 
religious communities namely, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, Zoro-
astrians and Jains have been notified as minority communities in India.

The disparity in the percentage of the minority communities is wide. 
The 13% Muslim community which is the second dominant religion of the 
country is considered minority along with the 2.3% Christian communities, 
1.7 % Sikh and the rest of the religions which are not even one percent of the 
population. The details about the religions in India reveals that it is a mul-
ti-religious country. Christianity as a minority religion faces persecution and 
faces a decline in population 41.

6. tHe cHriStian coMMunity in india

The entry of Christianity in India is believed to be with the arrival of 
St. Thomas, the apostle in 52 ad. This is a valuable data for Christianity in 
India. The Christians in India holds high this tradition. There are documen-
tal records from the third century about this tradition 42. From the beginning 
of Christian era, India was blessed with the Gospel truths and missionaries. 
More Christians can be found in the southern region of India.

The state of Kerala in the South is home to the Saint Thomas Christian 
community, who are now divided into several different churches and traditions. 
They are Eastern Syrian Saint Thomas Christian churches: the Syro-Malabar 
Catholic Church and the Chaldean Syrian Church. The Malankara orthodox 

40 http://www.indiaonlinepages.com/population/religious-population-in-india.html (last visited: 
11.03.2018).

41 Though there are thousands of newly baptized every year, the Christian population is in decline 
in comparison to other religions. Muslim population is a fast-growing community. 

42 The early references St. Thomas in India chronologically: 3rd century: Syriac acts of Thomas, 
Clement of alexandria, Syriac Doctrine of The apostles, origen; 4th century: amobius, Euse-
bius of Caesarea, Ephrem, Gregory of Nazianzus, Cyrillonas, ambrose, De Transitu Mariae; 
5th century: Gaudentius of Brescia, Jerome, Theodoret of Cyrus, Paulinus of Nola, Martyrolo-
gium hieronymianum, Balai; 6th century: Jacob of Sarug, Passjo Thomae, Gregory of Tours; 
7th century: John of Saba, Isodore of Seville. also see: http://www.nasrani.net/2007/02/16/ref-
erences-about-the-apostolate-of-saint-thomas-in-india-records-of-indian-tradition-of-thom-
as-statements/#ixzz4cG68dWUa (last visited: 11.03.2018). 

http://www.indiaonlinepages.com/population/religious-population-in-india.html
http://www.nasrani.net/2007/02/16/references-about-the-apostolate-of-saint-thomas-in-india-records-of-indian-tradition-of-thomas-statements/#ixzz4cG68dWUa
http://www.nasrani.net/2007/02/16/references-about-the-apostolate-of-saint-thomas-in-india-records-of-indian-tradition-of-thomas-statements/#ixzz4cG68dWUa
http://www.nasrani.net/2007/02/16/references-about-the-apostolate-of-saint-thomas-in-india-records-of-indian-tradition-of-thomas-statements/#ixzz4cG68dWUa
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Syrian Church, Malankara Jacobite Syrian Church, Syro-Malankara Catholic 
Church, Mar Thoma Syrian Church and the Malabar Independent Syrian 
Church are West Syrian Saint Thomas Christian Churches. among these, 
the catholic communities are only two, namely – the Syro-Malabar Catholic 
Church and the Syro-Malankara Catholic Church. Then there are the Latin 
community who claims the same Saint Thomas tradition.

Since the 19th century, Protestant churches have also been present; major 
denominations include the Church of South India (CSI), St. Thomas Evan-
gelical Church of India, the Church of North India (CNI), the Presbyterian 
Church of India, Baptists, Lutherans, Traditional anglicans and other evangeli-
cal groups. however, this article cannot deal with all the Christian communities 
present in India. This study limits its study to the Latin Catholic Church in In-
dia. The two oriental Catholic Churches in India are not included in this study.

The history of the Indian Christianity is obscure about the Latin Catho-
lics due to the lack of documentation. The disinterest of the historians for the 
interests of a minority is also the reason. The superficiality found in the me-
dieval history of Christianity related to the missionaries and religious orders 
puts in crisis the historical development of the Christians during this period. 
There are two oriental rites and the Latin rite Catholics in India. There two 
main reasons why the oriental Catholics are not studied in this study. Primar-
ily the oriental rites are «sui iuris» and are governed by their own code of the 
year 1990. Can. 1261 § 2 which is studied in this article is the Latin rite CIC 
83. This canon does not appear in the oriental Code of 1990 which is poste-
rior to the Latin Code.

6.1. The first Latin rite diocese of India

In the year 1329, Pope John XXII established the first diocese of India 
through the apostolic bull «Romanus Pontifex» given at avignon on 5th august 
1329 in the thirteenth year of his pontificate 43. Jordanus Catalani, a French 
Dominican missionary and explorer in asia, was the first Latin Bishop of In-
dia. he is known for his book «Mirabilia» which described the marvels of the 

43 Cf. JoHn XXII, romanus Pontifex, 09 august 1329, in a. Mercati (ed.), Monumenta Vati-
cana, veterem Dioecesim Columbensem (Quilon) et eiusdem primum episcopum Iordanum Catalani 
Ord. Praed. Respicientia iussu et impensis Revmi. et Illmi. Domini Aloysii Mariae Benziger Quilonensis 
antistitis, romae 1923, 4-6.
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East and also wrote the best account of Indian regions and the Christians. 
he received two missions from the Pope. The first was to convert the Mus-
lims to Christianity and the second was to reunite the Nestorians to the true 
Church. During the intent of fulfilling the mission, he was martyred in Thane 
in 1336 44. During the visit of Pope Paul vI to India, he remembered the great 
contributions of Friar Jordanus Catalani 45.

The Indian Church always remained in the shadow of the Nestorian 
missions. This was an opportunity for the Syrian Christians to monopolize 
the apostolic origins of the Indian-Latin Church. The erection of Quilon as 
the first Latin Diocese of India was conveniently forgotten or ignored by the 
Syrian authors. The very important mission by the Franciscan and Domin-
ican missionaries captured no attention. The arrival of the Portuguese was 
another reason for the facts to be hidden because they wanted to monopolize 
the origin of the Indian-Latin Church 46. The contributions of the Franciscan 
and Dominican missionaries cannot be forgotten. They shaped the Christian 
culture found in India. Even the conventual system of administration was im-
plemented in many zones of India especially in Quilon. The canonical recon-
stitution of the Diocese of Quilon by Pope Leo XIII by his apostolic letter 
«humanae Salutis» of 1st September 1886 was indeed a landmark in the his-
tory of the ancient diocese of Quilon 47.

6.2. The contribution of St. Francis Xavier to the Latin community

The contribution of saint Francis Xavier for the diocese of Quilon and 
the whole of India is still in limelight. The Portuguese presence in India fa-
vored the missionary activities of St. Francis Xavier. his relationship with 
the colonial administration in the coasts of India derives from the cordial re-
lationship that he had with the king of Portugal before his arrival to India 
in 1542 for the first time. In 1545, he left India and returned for the second 

44 Cf. h. yule, The book of sir Marco Polo, the venetian concerning the kingdoms and marvels of the East, 
vol.I, cit., 4.

45 Cf. P. P. ScHiavon, o.P., «Il Papa in India», Missioni Dominicani, in revista Mensile Illustrata 
39,2 (1965) 4-5.

46 Cf. F. P. Henry, Christianity in India Reconsidered, Bengaluru (India) 2016, 5.
47 Cf. leo XIII, Humanae salutis, in Leonis XIII Pontificis Maximi acta, vol.5, romae 1886, 164-

179, aSS 19 (1886) 176-184.
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time in 1548 for a short period. In both the visits, he landed in Quilon to 
have firsthand information of his fruit of labor. The following year he left 
for Japan and in 1552 he returned to India. During these long periods of his 
missionary activities in India, he baptized many and taught the basic catechism 
in a language of the south. The king of Portugal took a special interest, both 
in the process of seeking the papal approval for the Jesuit order and in the 
preparation of Jesuit mission to India. It was due to the admiration the king 
had towards the vows of Xavier 48.

The Indian historian, K.M. Panicker calls St. Francis as the «Portuguese 
kings inspector of missions» 49. he sought favors from the Portugal king to 
the formation house at Cranganore, founded to bring the Catholic light of 
Christ to the whole of Malabar, which was oppressed by the Nestorian errors. 
Many Jesuit activities were funded by the Portuguese governor influenced by 
St. Francis. Many diplomatic relations that he had with the local kings and 
administrators of Goa for military treaties gave him more access to many parts 
of India. he made use of all these opportunities for the conversion of many 
communities. Until the 15th century, the Christian faith was limited to the 
boundaries of Kerala, one of the southern states of India. The spread of the 
Latin community to other parts of India was rapid after the arrival of Jesuit 
missionaries, especially St. Francis Xavier.

6.3. Education favored the spread of Christianity in India

The contribution of the missionaries was not only spiritual. Their activ-
ities were not based on bread giving but bread earning. India was divided in 
a caste system and few had the access to education. Each person is born in a 
caste and the caste of the man decided his future of. only the high-caste males 
had the opportunity to read and write. The missionaries started schools in 
vernacular languages and began to admit everyone despite their caste, color or 
creed. Schools were also opened to girls. The zealous missionaries found that 
education was an instrument to spread the Gospel in India. They knew that 

48 Cf. J. eliSHa, Francis Xavier and Portuguese Administration in India, in Indian Journal of The-
ology 46, 1-2 (2004) 59-66 (available in https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/ijt/46_059.pdf (last 
visited: 11.03.2018).

49 Cf. K. M. Panicker, Asia and western dominance: A survey of the Vasco Da Gama epoch of Asian 
history 1498-1945, London 1959, 45.

https://biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/ijt/46_059.pdf
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education was the future of Christians and they started to teach the people to 
read and write.

The first catechism book named «Thambirann vanakkam» in Tamil was 
the direct translation of «Doctrina Christam» of henrique henriques 50. he 
was a Portuguese Jesuit priest and missionary who followed St. Francis Xavier 
in India. The book was printed in Kollam using a printing machine imported 
from Portugal in 1556. This was the first book to be published in an Indian 
language. at present, the Latin community owns 20,080 educational institu-
tions all over India 51. People who knew to read and write started to migrate 
from the southern part to other parts of India in search of a better future. 
along with them, the religion started to spread in India rapidly. This is the 
summary of the spreading of Christianity in India.

7. cHriStianity in tHe indePendent india

after a long struggle for independence, India got freedom from the Brit-
ish rule in the year 1947. The Indian Constitution permits its citizens to prac-
tice and propagate any religion peacefully. The right to freedom of religion 
is a fundamental right to the citizen of India. Indian constitution firmly states 
that all religions are equal before the law and no religion shall be favored over 
the other. The articles of the Indian constitution offer religious freedom to 
every individual citizen 52.

The Constitution of India, which came into effect on 26 January 1950, 
states in its preamble that India is a sovereign, socialist, secular, democratic 
republic. Thus, any religion in India according to the constitution has free-
dom. In practice, the Christians lack this freedom of religion. The frequent 
Christian persecutions and other religious problems in India are the evidence 
of this lack of freedom of religion in the independent India.

50 Cf. Thambiran Vanakkam (also known as Doctrina Christam in Malauar Tamul in Portuguese 
language) is a roman Catholic Catechism book written by henrique henriques in october 20, 
1578. It is believed to be first book printed in Indian languages, and Tamil language. The book 
is printed at Quilon (Kollam) in India. 

51 Cf. http://ccbi.in/?page_id=39 (last visited 11.03.2018).
52 Constitution of India 1949: article 25: Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and 

propagation of religion; article 26: Freedom to manage religious affairs; article 27: Freedom as 
to payment of taxes for promotion of any particular religion; article 28: Freedom as to atten-
dance at religious instruction or religious worship in certain educational institutions.

http://ccbi.in/?page_id=39
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No country in this world has such a diverse religious background as In-
dia 53. Thus, the right to Freedom of religion forms a very important Fun-
damental right of the Indians. Whereas India is a secular country by its con-
stitution. This secularism is essential in India where the majority belongs to 
a particular religion. More than that, Indians are culturally relegious people 
who do not want the State to stick on to any religious believes or faith. There-
fore India aims in maintaining the principle of secularism in India. There are 
some political parties that favors the religion that they follow, though this is 
against the principle of secularism.

Unlike other countries, the Catholic Church in the independent India 
is a communion of three Individual sui juris Churches: Latin, Syro-Malabar, 
and Syro-Malankara. The Episcopal Bodies are therefore three: Conference 
of Catholic Bishops of India (CCBI) – Latin Church; Syro-Malabar Bishops’ 
Synod (SMBS) – Syro-Malabar Church; holy Episcopal Synod – Syro-Ma-
lankara Church.

Structure of the Church in India*

Dioceses of India 171
regional Bishop’s council 14
Cardinals 04
archbishops 90
Diocesan Bishop 165
auxiliary Bishops 16
apostolic administrators 04
honorary Members 62

* Cf. http://www.cbci.in/BishopsDetailsnew.aspx?BType=2# 
(last visited 13.03.2018).

There are four cardinals: his Eminence Telesphore P. Cardinal Toppo, 
archbishop of ranchi of the Latin rite; his Eminence oswald Cardinal Gra-
cias, archbishop of Bombay also of the Latin rite; his Eminence Baselios 

53 The major religions of India are hinduism (majority religion), Islam (largest minority religion), 
Sikhism, Christianity, Buddhism, Jainism, Zoroastrianism, Judaism and the Bahá’í Faith. Bud-
dhists are divided into Digambaras and Shwetambaras, Jains into Mahayana and hinayana sects 
and Jews in various communities. The followers of Zoroastrianism are known as Parsis and have 
distinctive style and Jews are the followers of Judaism.

http://www.cbci.in/BishopsDetailsnew.aspx?BType=2#
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Cleemis Catholicos, the major archbishop of Trivandrum of the Syro Ma-
lankara rite; his Eminence Cardinal George alencherry the Major archbish-
op of Ernakulam-angamaly, Major archdiocese of the Syro-Malabar rite 54. 
There are 165 Bishops and 30 archbishops altogether.

7.1. The Latin community in the independent India

The catholic Bishops of India always remained united to guide the catho-
lic people of God. In 1944, the Bishops came forward to create the Catholic 
Bishops Conference of India. The Second vatican Council brought changes 
in the Church and this affected the Church in India. The Bishops Confer-
ence continued with the three rites organizing national and regional meetings. 
The 1983 CIC when came into force naturally inconveniences occurred. The 
norms were not combatable for the oriental rites. Still the three rites contin-
ued in the same conference.

after three years, in 1986 St. John Paul II visited India, which was a 
turning point for the Latin hierarchy in India. The possibilities of forming 
a Latin rite Bishops Conference came into light. The holy Father, wrote an 
apostolic letter to the Indian Bishops on 28 May 1987:

«The Bishops of each of the three rites have the right to establish their 
own Episcopal bodies in accordance with their own ecclesiastical legisla-
tion. The National Conference (i.e., the CBCI) of all Catholic Bishops of 
India is to continue for questions of common concern and of a national and 
supra-ritual character, e.g., Doctrine and Morals, organizations of a na-
tional and supra-ritual character, questions involving the Catholic Church 
and the Government, etc. These areas are to be determined in the National 
Conferences’ new statutes» 55.

In the general assembly of april 1988 the decision of forming the Lat-
in rite Bishops Conference was approved. Thus the Conference of Catho-
lic Bishops of India was created. In January 1994, the holy See approved its 
Statutes. The Conference is to assist in the twin duties of the Bishops namely, 
evangelization and pastoral care. one of the main purposes of CCBI according 

54 all the details about the different archdioceses and the cardinals can be found in the Catholic 
Bishop’s conference of India. Cf. http://www.cbci.in/Cardinals.aspx (last visited 13.03.2018).

55 Cf. http://ccbi.in/?page_id=41 (Last visited: 12.03.2018).

http://www.cbci.in/Cardinals.aspx
http://ccbi.in/?page_id=41
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to its statutes is «to promote that greater good which the Church offers hu-
mankind especially through fora and programs of the apostolate which are ad-
equately adapted to the circumstances of time and space» (Statutes, art. 3:1) 56. 
The «opportuno modo eam urgere» mentioned in Can.1261 § 2 is literally placed 
in this statute of the CCBI.

7.2. General statistics of the Latin Church

The total Latin Catholics in India are 15,188,997 distributed in 132 
archdioceses or Dioceses. Christians, in general, are found more in the south-
ern part of India. In the north of India, only small Latin communities are 
found. This is because that most of the missionaries entered India through 
the southern part, which was in a time the most prosperous part. The general 
statistics of the Latin Church is as per the given table 57.

Total population in the Latin Dioceses 1,110,811,063

Total Catholic Population in Latin Diocese 15,188,997

Latin Dioceses in India 132

archbishops 23

Bishops 106

apostolic administrators 04

administrators 02

auxiliary Bishops 07

Bishops Emeriti 45

Total Number of Parishes 8,813

Total Number of Latin Catholic Priests 20,093

religious (Male) 21,458

religious (Female) 62,873

Educational Institutions 20,080

56 Cf. http://ccbi.in/?page_id=43 (Last visited: 12.03.2018).
 The meaning of Fora is forum (for something) a place where people can exchange opinions and 

ideas on a particular issue; a meeting organized for this purpose.
 http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/forum?q=Forum (Last visited: 

10.03.2018).
57 Cf. http://ccbi.in/?page_id=43 (Last visited 12.03.2018).

http://ccbi.in/?page_id=43
http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/forum?q=Forum
http://ccbi.in/?page_id=43
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8. an oFFice oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent in india

Like the Christian communities of United States, it is an «Opportuno 
modo» to launch office of Stewardship and Development in other countries 
also. The circumstances in other countries may not be the same as the United 
States. In this juncture, this article focuses on the possibilities of launching 
this office in India. The social, political, economic, cultural and religious cir-
cumstances are different in both the countries. But knowing the circumstances 
of India, it is possible to adopt the same office with the needed changes. This 
claims some guidelines for those who like to create an office of Stewardship 
and Development in India.

Stewardship includes four interlocking concepts. They are: God, the 
source, gratitude, accountability and return 58. Stewardship is a response of 
every baptized for the generous gifts of God-time, talent, and treasure. The 
people of God are called to be good stewards. Stewardship is a way of taking 
care of all the gifts from God and sharing them with the needy. In other words, 
it is returning to God a portion of the gifts which God has bestowed upon us.

a good steward is mindful of time, talent, and treasure, and uses all three 
to engage in prayer, worship, acts of charity, mercy, kindness, humility, and 
love, sustaining them all by embracing stewardship 59. The Catholic commu-
nity of India is active and vibrant. They are open to any new approach taken 
by the Church leaders to foster mission advancement. Stewardship experts 
say that it will take at least five years for a community to fall into the track of 
stewardship. It is a slow process but a sure procedure.

It will be a benefit for the Church in India as well as for the universal 
Church to convert all the followers of Christ to good stewards. This is what 
Pope Francis calls the missionary outreach of the Church. The Church in In-
dia is in this new phase of evangelization. It can reach and influence many by 
obeying the words of Pope Francis about the new evangelization.

«Let us go forth, then, let us go forth to offer everyone the life of Jesus 
Christ. here I repeat for the entire Church what I have often said to the 
priests and laity of Buenos aires: I prefer a Church which is bruised, hurting 
and dirty because it has been out on the streets, rather than a Church which 

58 Cf. C. J. cleMentS, Stewardship, a parish handbook, Missouri 2009, xix.
59 Cf. M. o’Hurley-PittS, The Passionate Steward, Canada 2001, 13.
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is unhealthy from being confined and from clinging to its own security. I do 
not want a Church concerned with being at the center and which then ends 
by being caught up in a web of obsessions and procedures. If something 
should rightly disturb us and trouble our consciences, it is the fact that so 
many of our brothers and sisters are living without the strength, light and 
consolation born of friendship with Jesus Christ, without a community of 
faith to support them, without meaning and a goal in life. More than by fear 
of going astray, my hope is that we will be moved by the fear of remaining 
shut up within structures which give us a false sense of security, within rules 
which make us harsh judges, within habits which make us feel safe, while at 
our door people are starving and Jesus does not tire of saying to us: ‘Give 
them something to eat’ (Mk 6:37)» 60.

8.1. Nature of an office of stewardship and development

Stewardship and Development office is a Diocesan body responsible for 
fostering stewardship as a way of Christian life. In the United states, an of-
fice of stewardship and development found its place in many Universities, 
Churches and other private sectors. It is because that these institutions have 
foreseen that such an office brings in development. an office of stewardship 
and development coordinates and manages fundraising activities in most of 
the United States institutions. These offices are not only found in Churches 
but also in many big companies and civil institutions.

The term stewardship in its etymological origin from 1899 adhered a 
specific ecclesiastical sense: «responsible use of resources in the service of 
God» 61. Whereas the term development was used to refer «advancement 
through progressive stages» in the 19th century, but from the 20th century it 
was referring to «state of economic advancement» 62. The pastoral letter of the 
USCCB in 1992, «Stewardship: a Disciple’s response» took the concept of 
stewardship to a new level of understanding and defined it as a way of life. It 
is a response of faith, of the disciples of Christ.

60 EG, n. 49.
61 Cf. http://etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=stewardship (last visited 

10.03.2018).
62 Cf. http://etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=office+of+development (last 

visited 10.03.2018).

http://etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=stewardship 
http://etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=office+of+development
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The response of the disciple is the foundation of the efforts of steward-
ship and development in this office. The resources of the true disciple favor 
the development of the mission of the Church. This office ensures the right 
orientation of the people of God. This can provide the members of the Chris-
tian community with opportunities to understand and fulfill more effectively 
its role as stewards of God’s generosity. Stewardship is a response to the in-
vitation of the Lord to follow him as a disciple no matter what it costs. Stew-
ardship as a way of life, the disciple of Jesus has a responsibility to support the 
ministries of the church, the mission through the donation of time, talent, and 
treasure. This is an expression of the gratitude of the disciple for all what God 
has given him.

8.1.1 aim of an office of stewardship and development

an office of stewardship and development helps to improve grateful re-
sponses of true disciples of Christ. This knowledge can provide the members 
of the Christian community with opportunities to understand and fulfill more 
effectively the role as stewards of God’s generosity. Stewardship is a response 
to the invitation of the Lord to follow him as a disciple no matter what it costs. 
This is an expression of the gratitude of the disciple for all what God has given 
him. The disciple of Jesus has a responsibility to support the ministries of the 
Church’s mission through the donation of time, talent, and treasure.

Time, talent and treasure are the three gifts that God gave man to ad-
minister worthfully for the greater glory of God. The management of these 
gifts in the appropriate manner by the people of God is the prime aim of this 
office. The understanding of stewardship as a way of life makes the disciple 
of Christ lead a responsible life. Stewardship involves an acceptation of the 
responsibility of the disciple to use the gifts generously given by God in a way 
that it gives life to others.

Development foresees that the Christian stewards have various concrete 
opportunities for fulfilling at least one specific aspect of the vocation to stew-
ardship. Support financially the mission of the Church and thus helping in 
the building up, of the body of Christ is one among the many aspects that this 
office has. In this context, a Diocesan stewardship and development program 
should have two interdependent aims: I) Teach stewardship as a way of life 
and not as a financial aid program. 2) use when appropriate, those professional 
principles of development of funds that would provide opportunities for the 
members of the Church to participate in it.
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Therefore, the goal of this office is to provide opportunities for all 
Catholics, to be disciples of Christ. The faithful should identify with the lo-
cal Church through the good stewardship of their gifts of time, talent and 
through the financial support of the mission and of the ministries of the local 
and universal Church. To promote this way of life, stewardship and Develop-
ment office collaborates with other Diocesan offices and parishes. This office 
engages in training and formation of the stewards. The desired development 
and advancement needs fund; therefore, the office foresees strategical plan-
ning’s to raise funds. This is an effort for the whole year, which focuses on a 
radical conversion, step by step, to put God first in their lives.

8.1.2 Necessity of an office of stewardship and development in India

Tradition and history claim the presence of Christianity in India from 52 
a.D. The revival of this Christian community takes place with the arrival of 
the Dominican and Jesuit missionaries. India never lacked the mission activi-
ties and still continues. Christianity in India at present can send missionaries to 
american and European countries where faith is dwindling. It is certain that the 
number of Christians increased in India but still the percentage is lesser and is 
a minority of 2.3 percent. Whereas the Muslim and the hindu population are 
increasing year by year, the Christian population is decreasing each year.

Christianity Population 

1951 2.03%

1961 2.44%

1971 2.60%

1981 2.44%

1991 2.32%

2001 2.34%

2011 2.30%

The first census after the independence shows that Christian popu-
lation was 2.03 percent and the last census made in 2011 shows it as 2.30 
percent. This is an important data but the analysis of all the census made 
from 1951-2011 reveals that the Christian population is in decline and there 

Christian Population 
in India

1951 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 2011
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are many reasons for this 63. however, the details are of lesser importance in 
this thesis.

all Indians have a religion and unlike Europe, everyone in India practices 
their religion. Even the so-called communists pertain to the religion in which 
they are born. They are religious minded. Syncretism is a normal phenome-
non in India. Christianity exists in India as a religion and is only a way of life 
like any other religion. The attractiveness of Christianity reaches and is seen 
but fails in advancing. as Pope Francis says: «The Church grows, but not 
through proselytizing: no, no! The Church does not grow through proselyt-
izing. The Church grows through attraction, through the attraction of the 
witness that each one of us gives to the People of God» 64.

Despite being the oldest Christian community, Christianity failed to 
convey its message to all parts of India. There are various obstacles for the 
growth of the mission of the Church in India. The analysis shows that the 
problems are the same that existed in the time of the apostles. What makes the 
difference is that the apostles could overcome them and were able to continue 
with the mission of the Church. at present in India, the obstacles are solved 
later or in future but the mission of the Church is stagnant.

The USCCB, through the pastoral letter «Stewardship: a Disciple’s re-
sponse», taught that the term stewardship has a different meaning for the 
people of God. For a Catholic, stewardship is a way of life. It makes a Catholic 
good steward of God. The leadership of the Catholic community thus gets 
oriented to development. The Bishops of the United States found a creative 
way to preside them in Charity.

«It is the commandment God gave to adam, ‘Go and multiply. Be creati-
ve’. It is also the commandment that Jesus gave to his disciples, through the 
holy Spirit, for example, the creativity of the early Church in her relation-
ship with Judaism: Paul was creative; Peter, that day when he went to Cor-
nelius, was afraid of them, because he was doing something new, something 
creative. But he went there. Creativity is the word» 65.

In the current Indian context, very often the mission of the Church re-
mains in shadow. The mission of the Church easily gets identified with the 

63 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/religion_in_India#religions (last visited 12.03.2018).
64 FranciS, Address in the meeting with the clergy, consecrated people and members of diocesan pastoral 

councils, assisi 4th october 2013.
65 FranciS, Address during the meeting with the clergy at the Palatine Chapel in the royal palace of Caser-

ta, 26th July 2014.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_India#Religions
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social commitments and finding solutions to temporal issues. a good number 
of the Christian population is comprised of Dalits and low caste people 66. This 
becomes a reason for Christianity to fight for social upliftment. Life stricken 
by poverty and persecution though strengthened the Christian faith in India, 
there is no advancement in the mission of the Church. This is the place where 
an office of stewardship and development adheres a major role.

8.2. A stewardship Catholic community

When «stewardship and development» is introduced for the first time 
in a community, certainly many interrogations will arise. one major question 
will be about the difference between a catholic community which is active 
and a stewardship community. This can be answered in a four-dimensional 
manner: the focus and goals of each community; the ideal outcomes of each; 
philosophical and cultural underpinnings of both communities; and by learn-
ing the ultimate objective of each 67.

8.2.1. Focus and goals of a stewardship community

a very good community focus to bring people into relationship with the 
community and they work together. The goal set in this community is to make 
the people support the objective for which they are gathered. Whereas in a 

66 The term «Dalit» is a term used in India to describe people from the lowest caste of hindu-
ism. They were also called «untouchables» but this term disappeared in the reign of the British 
Empire. It is estimated that 25 million Dalits are been converted to Christianity. More than 
60 percent of India’s 25 million Christians are Dalits. In the independent India, the Dalits as 
hindus receives many benefits. The conversion to Christianity eliminates all these benefits, 
which means to utter poverty. Unofficially many millions of Dalits are practicing the Christian 
faith but officially in registers they are hindus to receive the schedule caste benefits for their 
day to day living. If Dalit Christians be allowed to receive the schedule caste benefits, India’s 
religious landscape will be totally changed. The «scheduled caste» order of 1950 states that «no 
person who professes a religion other than hinduism shall be deemed to be a member of the 
scheduled caste». This order was later amended to include Sikhs in 1956 and the Buddhists in 
1990. This order decided who can receive the scheduled caste benefits and who cannot. The 
scheduled caste benefits were introduced by the Indian government for the social upliftment 
of the Dalits after the country’s independence. (http://www.persecution.org/2014/12/28/in-
dias-christian-dalits-remain-untouchable-under-government-benefits-scheme/) (last visited: 
11.03.2018).

67 These four dimensions are adapted from the work of T. h. JeavonS, r. burcH baSinGer, 
Growing Givers Hearts: treating fundraising as ministry, San Francisco 2000.

http://www.persecution.org/2014/12/28/indias-christian-dalits-remain-untouchable-under-government-benefits-scheme/
http://www.persecution.org/2014/12/28/indias-christian-dalits-remain-untouchable-under-government-benefits-scheme/
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stewardship community the focus is to bring people into a closer relationship 
with God through the experiences of giving time, talent and treasure for the 
needs of the Church. The goal is to offer occasions where giving is conscious-
ly evoked as a spiritual act and practice.

8.2.2. The ideal outcomes of a stewardship community

The ideal outcome of a stewardship community is the understand-
ing that the Church needs resources for its functioning. That means if the 
Church wants to continue its work resources are needed. So, the people of 
the community give for the needs of the Church. «Give to a need» is the 
policy adopted by the community. a stewardship community is more gener-
ous in their giving of time, talent, and treasure. For them, every giving is an 
occasion and celebration of their faith. The policy that they adopt is «Need 
to give».

8.2.3.  Philosophical and cultural underpinnings of a stewardship 
community

The philosophical and cultural underpinnings of a healthy community 
is «philanthropy», a sort of private action for a public purpose. The intent is 
to encourage people to feel a commitment to the common good of the com-
munity and voluntarily give of their resources or material goods that they feel 
they own for the benefit of others. The philosophical and cultural underpin-
nings of stewardship community is a commitment to personal and collective 
behavior. They recognize and honors God’s ultimate ownership and profound 
generosity in all things. The intent is to encourage people to see all resources 
as gifts temporarily given to them to use and share. This is to promote the 
welfare of all God’s creation.

8.2.4. Ultimate objective of a stewardship community

The ultimate objective of a community is to provide financial and other 
support for the community. They do it, so that the community may carry out 
the godly work to which they believe are to be called. Whereas the ultimate 
objective of the stewardship community is to build the household of God. 
They contribute to the spiritual and material resources to carry out the work 
of building the kingdom of God.
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8.3. Identity of an Office of Stewardship and Development

There are so many offices in the Indian Churches which has its prop-
er functions and characteristics. They all have specific names which reveal 
their identity. This office also is the same as any other office, but it has its 
own peculiarities. The name of the office is important because it discloses 
the identity of the office. For example, the name «office of Development» 
transmits the idea that this office is meant for development. We are in a 
society where development cannot be imagined without money. Since de-
velopment directly refers to the understanding of the involvement of money, 
the office automatically becomes an office of funding or fundraising. It is 
possible that the name of the office transmits a wrong idea about this office. 
People may think that it is another office for raising funds. This will be a 
drawback for this office.

Despite naming it as an «office of Development», it will be better to 
choose a name that reveals the identity of the office. This office is engaged in 
a double mission – Stewardship and Development. The prime mission of this 
office is the stewardship of the people of God. Development emanates from 
stewardship. The faithful after being oriented rightly to be good stewards, 
they feel the necessity of being grateful for their time, talent, and treasure that 
God has given them.

This gratefulness becomes the behavior and character of the first disci-
ples of Jesus. The twelve apostles when received the Good News, they knew 
that they have something that they should share with others. Thus, their ea-
gerness of sharing reached to us as a deposit of faith. The spirit of being a 
steward makes them responsible for their action.

The name of the office should never transmit a wrong idea about the 
mission of this office. It should not sound as one more instrument or another 
medium for raising funds. The mission of the Church needs money but that 
should come from the disciple of Christ as a response of Gratitude. In the pri-
mary catechism book for children, there are two questions which are intimate-
ly related to this office. The first question is, who made you? and the answer 
to that is God made me. The second question is an investigation made in the 
first answer, why did God make you? the answer to this question is a summary 
of Christian life, God made me to, know him, to love him and to serve him. 
This is the mission in which this office is engaged.

The name of the office should, therefore, be something that reveals 
the identity of this office. For example, «office of Stewardship and Devel-
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opment» will help to communicate publicly the mission and the aim of the 
office. It is not at all a question of having a new office along with the office 
of administration or finance. It is to educate the faithful to place God first in 
their day to day life. Therefore, it is very important that the person engaged 
in this mission have a good understanding and knowledge of stewardship and 
its functioning.

9. FunctionS oF an oFFice oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent

This office works to accomplish the prime mission of stewardship be-
cause it’s the vocation of the people of God. Learning to administer the 
gifts of God is essential for every baptized. Therefore, this office has some 
specific functions. Stewardship and development are unchangeable pairs 
which cannot be separated. Development is the fruit of stewardship. There 
are many offices in the Church. Each office is specialized in a sector and 
carries out its functions to fulfill the mission of the Church. Depending on 
the community and its circumstances many of the functions may vary. But, 
there are some basic functions which will not change. It is these functions 
that justify the presence of this office in the community. The functions of 
this office can be divided into two broad categories: administrative function 
and management function.

9.1. Administrative function

The most important administrative functions of this office include plan-
ning, organizing, staffing, directing, communicating, controlling, coordinat-
ing and motivating. The director must organize the office on modern lines for 
an efficient and effective performance. all the administrative functions can be 
classified in the following titles.

9.1.1. Formation of the faithful

Formation of the faithful as good stewards of the Lord is the prime func-
tion of any office of Stewardship and development. The formation must be 
given to everyone in the community. They should be instructed in the stew-
ardship matters especially of their belongingness to God. Then the faithful 
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will be ready to consider the community’s needs and hopes. Unfortunately, 
many baptized lack this sense of belongingness 68.

«We must recognize that if part of our baptized people lack a sense of be-
longing to the Church, this is also due to certain structures and the occasio-
nally unwelcoming atmosphere of some of our parishes and communities, or 
to a bureaucratic way of dealing with problems, be they simple or complex, 
in the lives of our people. In many places an administrative approach pre-
vails over a pastoral approach, as does a concentration on administering the 
sacraments apart from other forms of evangelization» 69.

Every community has its particular character with its corresponding 
challenges. The formation should focus on the gifts given by God starting 
from their time, talent and treasure. This could be a single year program. 
Some stewardship materials can be communicated by writing.

9.1.2. ongoing formation

as beginners in the field of stewardship and development, an adequate 
preparatory formation is essential. The formation cannot be just for a single 
year it should be an ongoing formation. Time, talent and treasure are the basic 
topics for these ongoing formations but circumstances will create the neces-
sity of a continuous formation. This will help not only to have good stewards 
but also new stewards. It is always the experience of the stewards that forms 
a solid stewardship group. It is more successful when there is a follow-up. 
Sometimes the word stewardship may not be used but the message should 
be about stewardship. Stewardship ongoing formation can be written (pam-
phlets, brochures, newsletter, bulletin, mailing, circular etc.), verbal (homilies, 
testimonies, annual meetings etc). The ongoing formation is meant for every 
faithful – ministers of the Church as well as lay volunteers.

9.1.3. Create a stewardship council

Depending on each circumstance of the community there must be a stew-
ardship council. There must be always a permanent body of members who 
can guide the community. Stewardship councils can organize, maintain and 

68 EG, n. 63.
69 Ibid., n. 63.
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recruit volunteers for the community. In India, it is the female who involve 
more in such activities and male involvement is less. This must change and 
make the male members of the community involve more. according to the 
Indian context, only in theory equality can be seen therefore it is good to have 
male as well as female involvement with equal participation. Gender based 
distinction should be totally avoided. The creation of a stewardship council 
is the responsibility of this office. Since the office had foreseen the needs and 
knows to face them, it is obvious that they themselves create a stewardship 
council for each community.

9.1.4. help the stewards to compromise

The success of this office depends on the compromises that the stewards 
make after understanding stewardship, as a way of life. It is the function of 
this office to help them compromise their God-given gifts of time, talent and 
treasure. In the beginning, it is quite difficult for the stewards to cope with the 
new known circumstance. The office should promote the confidence of their 
stewards. Develop in the stewards a sense of gratitude and generosity.

9.1.5. Be a collaborator

This office of stewardship and development must be a collaborator of 
other groups and agencies present in the community. They should have good 
collaboration methods to cope with other groups who are also engaged in 
the mission of the Church. It is a way to know more about the community 
and their needs. Collaboration attracts the ministers as well as the faithful. 
adequate collaboration with ministers of the Church, lay volunteers, pastoral 
groups and other agencies is not only its function but also its character.

9.1.6. Diocesan annual appeal

Create a diocesan annual appeal so that the faithful can participate in 
the sharing of their time, talent, and treasure. Identifying the necessity of 
each community the stewardship and development office can promote a di-
ocesan annual appeal. There could be a time limit for this or it could be for 
the whole year. Since it is a pressing need the office can find methods and 
programs to fulfill the set goal for the year. This can also be motivating for 
the stewards.
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9.2. Management function

There are many operations that must be systematized. In the manage-
ment function, this office receives the temporal goods as part of the steward’s 
collaboration. This collaboration arrives as funds, donations, goods etc. There 
must be creative modern moves for getting the full benefit out of these goods. 
This function can be formed in the following titles:

9.2.1. Medium of donation

This office can be the prime medium of donation where the faithful can 
approach freely. the office of stewardship and development can have a strate-
gical plan as to get donations from private and public sectors. The donation 
planning can be long and short-term donations, big and small sum donations, 
stable permanent giving etc.

9.2.2. Fundraising

This office should also have the function of fundraising. There are different 
methods in which the office can make fundraising. Some of them are programs, 
bucket collections, lucky draws, lottery sale, mission collections, auctions, char-
ity sales etc. Fundraising programs always depend on the circumstances of the 
community. Creativity is a major factor in fundraising. Generating income from 
the temporal goods of the Church is another part of this function.

9.2.3. agent of communication and publicity

The office of stewardship and development must be an agent of commu-
nication between the community and the outer world. This needs adequate 
publicity. This office has the duty of transparency in its functioning which 
favors a good communication. The office should know how to communicate 
and what to publish. This is a skill. The office should know to employ the art 
of communication in favor of the mission in which it is engaged.

9.2.4. Planned giving

The office should not only get funds and donations but also should know 
how to give them. The office engaged in the mission of the Church should 
have a strategically planned way to give. It is a question of priority as well as a 
necessity. a prudently planned giving without causing scandal should be done. 
The distribution always should be equitable based on charity.
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10. reSourceS needed For an oFFice oF StewardSHiP and develoPMent

Like any other office, the office of stewardship and development needs re-
sources to start its mission. referring to the personnel – a director, an associate 
director and an administrative assistant with some skills in computer technol-
ogy is needed. all other personnel are included according to the need of the 
office. Even an office can start with a single director but the benefit of it cannot 
be the same of that an office with more personnel. More involvement will be 
needed from the part of the church leaders and group leaders of the Church.

It also needs appropriate space which is accessible to all and other material 
conditions. There must be also an initial fund to start with. a small budget 
for the training, as well as the maintenance of the office equipment’s must be 
reserved. The budget should also include some fund for the needed publicities 
and advertisements. a medium of transport for the use of the office can be 
helpful.

The salary for the hired office bearers should not be symbolic. They must 
receive a just salary so that these people can work with total dedication. This of-
fice should be like any other office with its maintenance and functioning. very 
often it is seen in the Church in India that the people hired for some office are 
made a symbolic payment. This goes against the basic principles of an office.

The good functioning of the office depends mostly on the interest of the 
officers and the way in which they carry out their functions. When there is a 
lack of adequate compensation for the officers it limits the in charge to demand 
the needed services or draw attention to certain drawbacks of the office.

10.1.  Installation of an office of stewardship and development in the diocesan 
level

In India, each diocese is unique in its way of functioning. Each diocese 
differs from the social and cultural set up in which it is found. Unfortunately, 
there is a discrimination of the rich and poor diocese among the faithful as 
well as the non-faithful. In a society where poverty is always highlighted and 
lived even up to the modern era the system of caste, it takes time to break the 
barriers of the society. It is a slow process. an office of stewardship and de-
velopment can help a diocese to improve the situation. Some of the inevitable 
principles for the installation of an office of stewardship and development are 
the role of the Bishop, role of the director, and the office in its functioning.
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10.1.1. The diocesan Bishop

The diocesan Bishop being the head of the diocese is responsible for the pas-
toral care of the diocese 70. Every faithful is included in the pastoral attention. The 
Bishop is the responsible for stewardship and development. Like the Bishops of 
the United States the Bishops in India should become the leader of the stewards, 
his faithful. The guidance and administration depends on him 71. The Bishop has 
the sole responsibility of installing an office of Stewardship and Development. 
The role of the diocesan Bishop is crucial in this new office. This office is a help 
for the Bishop in the administration of the temporal goods of the Church 72.

The nature of this office demands a regular and direct access of the di-
rector of this office to the Bishop. Depending on the structure of the diocesan 
administration this can depend also through intermediaries. The intention of 
the direct access is to facilitate the head of the diocese with a firsthand infor-
mation about the activities. The pastoral care and the activities of the office 
of stewardship and development functions mutually for a better result. The 
Diocesan Bishop must be informed regularly the efforts of stewardship and 
development. Lack of communication and actualizing may ruin the office. at-
tention, active participation and understanding of the needs of the diocese is 
expected from the diocesan Bishop 73. This is possible when the other helpers 
respond faithfully to their duties.

10.1.2. The director of office

The integral growth of the «stewardship» and «development» must be 
assured by the director of office. it is possible that in some diocese they may 
organize the same office in two sections. one taking care of stewardship and 
the other about development. In both the cases whether the offices are sepa-
rated or not, it is director of office that should see to the integral growth. The 

70 Cf. L. navarro, L ‘Acquisto dei beni temporali, in I beni temporali della Chiesa, Città del vaticano 
1999, 41.

71 Cf. J. San JoSé PriSco, M. cortéS (coords.), Derecho Canónico II, el derecho en la misión de la 
Iglesia, BaC, Madrid 2006, 201.

72 Cf. a.W. bunGe, Órganos y oficios de ayuda al Obispo diocesano en la administración de los bienes 
temporales, in anuario argentino de Derecho Canónico 7 (2000) 29-46.

73 Cf. Y. SuGawara, Compiti specifici degli amministratori dei beni temporali nella Chiesa, in Periodica 
de re Canonica 104 (2015) 22.
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theological principles of stewardship cannot be separated from the achieving 
development.

The supervisor of the director of office should have a knowledge of the 
principles of stewardship and development. The supervisor may be the Bish-
op, vicar general, Chancellor or Director of administration. They should 
have an understanding about the theology of stewardship and the particularity 
of development. This will help the office to have material resources, time and 
needed support for establishing the office.

10.1.3. The office and its collaboration

The office of stewardship and development should collaborate with the 
other consulting bodies of the diocese. The office can take part in the func-
tions of the finance administration of the diocese if the diocesan Bishop per-
mits. The office can contribute their plans, ideas and concepts for a better 
advancement in the economic field of the diocese. Same sort of presence may 
be needed in other fields of the diocese. For example, in the diocesan pastoral 
service or liturgical service.

The director of stewardship and development should have reports or 
ideas about the other offices engaged in raising funds for various needs of 
the diocese. Usually this includes the office of charity and other institutions 
especially schools of the diocese. There must be an adequate communication 
among the different offices that function in the diocese. Communication gap 
may produce difficulties in the procedure or functioning of the office of stew-
ardship and development.

This office should also have a good understanding of the different pro-
grams and functions that are taking place in the diocese. Family apostolate 
programs, retreats, training, leadership programs, youth wing programs, cate-
chism children’s programs etc. are fields of great importance for the steward-
ship and development office.

10.2. Responsibilities of a director of stewardship and development

Director of stewardship and development is responsible for the entire 
stewardship education and formation. Make awareness among the faithful and 
donors of the diocese about the real necessities of the diocese. The director 
may adopt many ways for this awareness among the faithful. Transmitting the 
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theological value of time, talent and treasure through different approaches 
is one of his responsibilities. Depending on the dimension and resources of 
the diocese some functions of the director can be carried out by the associate 
directors or other staff of the office.

10.2.1.  List of responsibilities of the office of Stewardship and 
development through the director

1. The director is responsible for promoting stewardship as a way of life, 
through planning and organizing. he should focus on education and 
formation in the diocesan and parochial level.

2. It has the responsibility to integrate the theology of stewardship in all 
standards of development.

3. This is responsible for the efforts of finding funds. Plan, organize, 
provide personal and direct the annual appeal of the Bishop is includ-
ed in this.

4. organize new funding strategies which include the Church collec-
tions, collections from donors, offertory collections, collections from 
the private and public sectors etc.

5. Find new donors, plan donation methods, create foundations for dif-
ferent needs and plan creative asking.

6. It is responsible for the support of charitable institutions, schools, 
hospitals, orphanages, women empowerment institutions and other 
institutions which need financial support. This office should become 
a resource for all institutions and organizations of the diocese.

7. This office is responsible for the regular and ongoing communica-
tions with the pastors and parish leaders. This is to promote the stew-
ardship education and the development of activities.

8. It is responsible for coordinating the activities of the development of 
the diocese. This will permit each entity to get the maximum result 
without harming the efforts of other entities.

9. The director is responsible for the supervision of staff, through hir-
ing, direction, evaluation and termination of staff, consultants, and 
suppliers.

10. The director is also responsible for the management of the budget 
of the stewardship and development. he will represent the diocese if 
appropriate for the different financial needs and organizations of the 
diocese.
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10.2.2. Minimum requirements for a director

1. The director should be a genuine active catholic member of the parish 
or diocese.

2. a person with sufficient knowledge about the culture, society, teach-
ings of the Church and theology of stewardship.

3. an experienced man in the field of economy and management.
4. he should have excellence in communication skills.
5. he must know the languages managed in the diocese. apart from that 

English is obligatory.
6. he sh uld have skills to create strategies for creative stewardship and 

development.
7. he should obligatorily have leadership qualities.

concluSion

Stewardship as a concept can be understood as the employment of one’s 
time, talent and treasure. We are only managers of what we have. Everything 
is a gift from God, who asks us to return a portion in the form of our time, 
talent and treasure to support his work on earth 74. From the rightly ori-
ented stewardship development emanated. The realization of the fact that 
everything belongs to God, makes the steward generous. The faithful steward 
identifies giving for the needs of the Church as participation in the work of 
Gods kingdom 75.

The Bishops of the United States creatively established the office of stew-
ardship and development in many of their archdioceses, dioceses, and parishes. 
These offices through their creative interventions and methods helped the faith-
ful to revive their faith. The faithful became vibrant and active in their communi-
ties. They became faithful stewards of God. Stewardship became a way of life for 
the stewards. It helps a faithful steward to take care of every moment of their life. 
It is the efforts and commitments that make a follower of Christ a good steward. 
Each day may be a challenge for the faithful steward, but it is also a source of 
peace, contentment, and joy when we see how we have used Gods gifts 76.

74 Cf. C. E. ZecH, Best Practices..., cit., 10.
75 Cf. C. SMitH, Catholic Stewardship: sharing Gods gifts, Indiana 2001, 47.
76 Cf. ibid., 52.
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If in the United States this office of stewardship and development can 
provide so many radical changes, it will be also possible in other parts of the 
world. Since the United States have this office well established, it became part 
of this article. This article, deals in learning the functioning and organizing of 
this office. This is a practical pastoral version of can 1261 § 2 by all means in 
the life of the faithful.

This office needs only limited resources to start with and is easily adapt-
able according to the circumstances of the country. all the archdioceses of the 
United States varied in population, structure, culture, and contained people 
from all walks of life. This is an advantage because it proves the adaptability of 
this office. one reason why the Bishops chose a theological, rather than pre-
scriptive, approach to stewardship was to counter the notion that stewardship 
is only about money 77. This article does not transmit the idea that this office 
is another office for fundraising.

a major part of this article was dedicated to know the Indian sociology 
and the place of Christianity in India. It was essential due to four reasons:

1. To study the possibilities of implanting an office of stewardship and 
development in India.

2. To show that the Church in India is capable of organizing and main-
taining an office of stewardship and development.

3. an office of stewardship and development as an instrument will help 
to clear many obstacles in the mission of the Church in India.

4. Development is essential for the advancement of the mission of the 
Church in India.

This article has kept the office of stewardship and development as a mod-
el to follow in other countries. Therefore, most of the guidelines are taken 
from the american stewardship and development offices. They are studied 
and adapted for the Indian circumstances. hence this is a practical guide in a 
way. all important things that should be known for starting an office of stew-
ardship and development can be found in this article.

The various questions related to the starting of a new office of steward-
ship and development are foreseen in this study and are responded. It explains 
stewardship as a way of life and how it could be introduced in a catholic com-
munity. The procedure begins with the diocesan Bishop who wants to start an 
office of stewardship and development in his diocese. The investment made 

77 Cf. C. E. ZecH, Best Practices..., cit., 11.
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for the personal and the infrastructure of this office is not at all a loss when 
compared to the benefits made by this office. Not only in India but in any 
country, it is adaptable. as the wise words of Pope Francis puts together in 
Evangelii Gaudium let’s not take it light minded.

«Pastoral ministry in a missionary key seeks to abandon the complacent 
attitude that says: ‘We have always done it this way’. I invite everyone to 
be bold and creative in this task of rethinking the goals, structures, style 
and methods of evangelization in their respective communities. a proposal 
of goals without an adequate communal search for the means of achieving 
them will inevitably prove illusory. I encourage everyone to apply the gui-
delines found in this document generously and courageously, without in-
hibitions or fear. The important thing is to not walk alone, but to rely on 
each other as brothers and sisters, and especially under the leadership of the 
Bishops, in a wise and realistic pastoral discernment» 78.

The mission of the church can be carried out with less obstacles with 
the help of an office of stewardship and development. This office favors the 
advancement of mission. In the Indian context when the Church is tangled 
in social and political issues, at times it gets stuck without any advancement 
in the mission of the Church. In this juncture, an office of stewardship and 
development can serve as a useful instrument in the mission advancement. 
Stewardship is an integral part of mission advancement because disciples of 
Jesus are called to carry forward Church’s mission 79.

Mature disciples make a conscious, firm decision, carried out in action, 
to be followers of Jesus Christ no matter the cost to themselves. Beginning in 
conversion, change of mind and heart, this commitment is expressed not in a 
single action, or even in a number of actions over a period of time, but in an 
entire way of life 80. Stewardship as a way of life is a vocation to all baptized.

The pontifical magisterium of the beginning of the new millennium is 
impelling the new evangelization. This implies new forms, new means, new 
tasks and above all, ability to establish bridges with the reality of a secularized 
world. It will be normal, therefore, that the Church be hurt, stained and per-
haps suffer accidents by going forth, but these wounds are easier to cure than 

78 EG, n. 33.
79 Cf. D. conway, Advancing the Mission of the Church, Indianapolis 2009, 25.
80 Cf. USCCB, Stewardship: A Disciple’s Response, Washington D.C. 1992, 5.
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the disease that produces the closure and the comfort of holding on to one’s 
own assurances (cf. EG 49).

Temporal goods have the peculiarity that they are capable of generating 
invaluable assurances in the development of the mission of the Church. re-
cent studies show that one of the effects of money on people is instinctively 
self-reliance. Precisely for this reason, the management of temporal goods of 
the Church has a special need for constant reform and revision to ensure that 
it conforms to the mission it carries out. To become an outgoing Church, it 
is crucial not to take refuge in structures that offer security that which limits 
the mission.

The material resources that the Church needs to carry out its mission can 
restrain its vitality because they confer, by nature, a certain security. They can 
become a point of arrival. They can stop being means and become ends. It is 
easy for the economic sphere to be a brake on the development of the mission.

The canonical order is well aware that «the human being is made for the 
gift» (Benedict XvI, Caritas in veritate, n. 34). Therefore, it establishes rules 
and processes to favor and protect them. For this reason, c. 1261 § 2 states 
that it is the duty of the diocesan Bishops to warn the faithful and to urge 
them in a proper manner on the assistance they must render to the Church in 
her needs. The pastor in care of each particular Church is entrusted with the 
delicate task of stimulating, encouraging and fostering the gifts of the faithful 
entrusted to him.

This necessity does not arise primarily from the needs of the Church, 
but it is a dynamic characteristic of the life of the Christian, since his Master 
«being rich, he became poor for you, to make you rich through his poverty» 
(2 Cor 8: 9). The astonishment at what a gift means, however small, places the 
Church and canon law in a position of maximum vigilance to guarantee and 
protect it (see ex-votos in can. 1292 § 2).

But, in addition, canon law does not wait for the gifts to come, but rather 
entrusts the diocesan Bishop with the task of seeking and promoting them, 
with a proactive vision of the mission entrusted to the pastor. Paradoxically, 
this mission is not entrusted to the Chief Finance officer (CFo) or the Dioc-
esan Council for Economic affairs. It is not a question of pure management 
or solely related to economic resources. It corresponds to the Pastor in the 
Church whose main mission is to be the successor of the apostles, to be a 
teacher of the doctrine, a priest of the sacred cult and minister for the govern-
ment (cf. can. 375 § 1). In Book v of CIC 83 only 1 in 5 canons refer to some 
function of the Bishop in relation to temporal goods.
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Unfortunately, canonical doctrine has not developed this aspect of the di-
ocesan Bishop’s mission. No articles are found outside the general comments 
of the Code or in the patrimonial manuals on this dimension of their function.

on the other hand, some effective experiences and solutions endorsed by 
the practice have not been related to this canon: in particular, the establish-
ment of stewardship and development offices. Practically, all North american 
dioceses is not conceived as the result of the application of this canon.

For this reason, this article supposes a contribution to the Patrimonial 
Canonical Law because it delves into the juridical basis of a practice, verified 
by the experience and established from the pastoral and theological point of 
view in the Second vatican Council. The co-responsibility of the faithful in 
the mission of the Church, the gratuitousness of salvation and the government 
of the pastors as service to their faithful brothers are three of the foundations 
that support this norm of the can. 1261 § 2.

Its origins go back to the conciliar documents, not to the previous legal 
order. Experience has shown the prophetic of this conciliar intuition and was 
faithfully supported by the legislator in giving this mission to the diocesan 
Bishop and not to the economic leaders of the diocese. The connection of 
this promotive and stimulating mission of the gifts with the main function 
of the diocesan Bishop dispels any doubt as to its importance for Canonical 
Patrimonial Law.

The CFo or the members of the Diocesan Council for Economic affairs 
are required to be, as detailed in the Code, truly experts in economic matters 
(cf. cans. 492 and 494). however, urging the gifts of the faithful to sustain 
the Church is not their mission. one of the reasons is that his professional 
profile is so different, that it is not convenient to entrust both missions to the 
same person. however, the reality has been the opposite. The obvious effect 
of this situation is the abandonment of a true promotion of the gifts of the 
faithful, with the consequent loss of the outgoing dimension of the Church 
which is easier to keep to what has already been achieved. a country like India 
has many things to be done for the advancement of the Church. a «Chief 
Finance officer» is responsible for the financial matters. Those engaged in 
transactions and management exercises a strict control over the movement of 
the funds. Therefore, their general character is to «retain the fund for a future 
use». This attitude in the Church very often affects its mission. The retention 
of funds or lesser funding for pastoral necessities acts as a brake and slows 
down the mission of the Church. This shows the presidency of money over-
whelming the mission of the Church. This attitude cannot be sustained in the 
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Church and it has to be changed. Finance is only an instrument and it should 
never preside over the mission. Though financial assistance is vital in the mis-
sion of the Church, we should know where to place the economic matters.

It has become common in many communities a procurator or an econo-
mo, or a finance administrator manages the resources of the Church. They are 
treasures, managers and controllers of the finance or resources of the Church. 
They need to keep a constant tracking of the cash flow, accounting, and keep 
up to date the financial reports. These finance officers have to analyze the 
financial strength or weakness and propose corrective actions. The innumera-
ble planning’s according to the pastoral needs and financial actions to the ne-
cessities are all managed by the finance officer. Though there are helpers for 
them in the field, the office of a finance officer is overloaded with an unending 
list of functions. Finally, he is the axle of all financial actions in the Church. 
Therefore, an office of stewardship and development can be a worthwhile 
support for a finance office. They are strategic partners with quality planning 
for the future. This office is not contrary to the finance office or officer, they 
are strong backing for the mission of the Church.

The dioceses of the United States, led by their Pastors, and the Pastoral 
Letter «Stewardship: a Disciple’s response» of 1992, have tried to offer a 
practical solution to this can. 1261 § 2, perhaps without knowing it. They have 
been pioneers and the results are in sight of all. Perhaps his motivation has 
been complex from the pastoral point of view but experience shows that it has 
been a real success.

Stewardship and development directly places the person ahead. It is 
faithful oriented and each faithful find his right place in the mission of the 
Church. More than that the people of God becomes stewards. The needs 
of the Church become their need. They share their God given gifts for the 
needs of the Church. The possibilities to extend the service of the Church to 
every nook and corner expands. The administration and the use of temporal 
goods in the Church needs far sight, foresight, and insight. Stewardship and 
development assures the three because the director and team are responsible 
for the oversight of the mission. The joy of spreading the Good News to the 
whole world is the mission of each faithful. Stewardship and development 
educates the faithful to this consciousness. Through stewardship development 
emanates in the community. It is natural, because each steward sees clearly the 
necessities of the Church and the joy of sharing.

after 25 years of experience many archdioceses and dioceses of United 
States are seen to be advancing in the missionary spirit of stewardship develop-
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ment. This means that the office of stewardship and development is an efficient 
way to promote the mission of the Church. There is growth and advancement 
in a multi categorized country like United States. There are faithful from all 
walks of life in United States and if it functioned worthfully in these Catholic 
communities, this office can also function in other parts of the world.

India has sociological, cultural and religious characteristics that makes it 
unique. Their possible growth from the evangelizing point of view is a call to 
pastors. The need to be an outgoing Church, not replete despite problems, 
scarcity of resources and lack of religious freedom invite us to think of a new 
spring of the Spirit. The office of stewardship and development of each dio-
cese, and even of each entity, can be one of the contributing factors.

The office of stewardship and development makes the faithful come out 
of the comfort zone for the sake of mission. It is a new way of evangelization. 
Most of the civic world adopted this method of development in a finance-ori-
ented level of expansion. The development of the economic field is the aim 
of all the civil private and public sectors. Whereas the Church is not aiming 
money through this office. It will be Church’s new path in the coming years of 
its history. The aim of it is an integral growth of the faithful.

The situation in India makes it a privileged place for the establishment of 
stewardship and development offices. The small number of Catholics, with a 
bimillennial and apostolic tradition, the entrepreneual character of its inhab-
itants, and its youth (24,9 years of age average) make the future very hopeful 
and that the mission of the Church is called to arrive to many peripheries in 
such an immense space.

The stewards urged in the proper manner always contribute to devel-
opment. They see these developments as their proper mission of «save to 
be saved». If the development is not united with the mission of the Church, 
it easily becomes a technical method of fundraising. Mission of the Church 
cannot be separated from the development of the Church. Where there is a 
mission there is development. Development is the fruit of the mission.

Stewardship and development is a missionary impulse capable of trans-
forming each person who comes in contact with. The customs, rites, struc-
tures, and social works can be channeled rightly for the evangelization of to-
day’s world, rather than the self-preservation of the Church. Stewardship and 
development is totally mission – oriented to make ordinary pastoral activity 
more accessible to the people of God. an office of stewardship and develop-
ment have a constant care for the pastors as well as the lay faithful. The func-
tioning of this office will be vibrant according to the openness and missionary 
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creativity of the faithful. It is not a set of program packs. This office identifies 
the prompting of the holy Spirit at the right time.

Stewardship and development knows that money is vital for development 
but makes sure that «money must serve, not rule» (EG, 58). Money is not at 
all the aim of this office. Money will emanate from stewardship. It is inevitable. 
The office channels the money for development in the right planned strategical 
manner. There will be an ethical approach in this office in serving the humanity. 
Thus, a peaceful integral development comes up in the stewardship community.

The Church have resources and financial supports from its faithful. The 
management of these resources in an adequate manner is foreseen in the Church. 
The resources are security for future and provides a comfort zone. Stewardship 
as a way of life is a call to come out from the comfort zone and collaborate in the 
mission of the Church. an office of stewardship and development facilitates the 
faithful to advance in the mission of the Church. It helps the faithful to reach the 
peripheries and expand the mission in which the Church is engaged.

an office of stewardship and development counts with professionals in 
the field. an experienced stewardship and development officer with adequate 
qualification will favor the mission. his collaborators in the office will also 
contribute to a quality functioning and planning of the office. They always 
have a set goal for future. Their main aim is to achieve the set goal as part 
of advancement in the mission of the Church. a finance office plans every 
project within the limit of finance or cash flow. Whereas, in the office of stew-
ardship and planning nothing hinders the future goal. Finance is secondary 
and the mission presides with the Divine providence. In a professional manner 
with a strategic plan the office of stewardship and development carries out the 
apostolic mission of the Church

Creation of an office of stewardship and development not only implies 
works related with sustaining the Church, it goes far beyond. In United States 
when it is celebrating the silver jubilee of the pastoral letter «Stewardship: a 
Disciple’s response», very few communities lack this office of stewardship 
and development. This office is spreading to other countries also. In Spain 
also, there are signs of progress in this field. Soon it will be a new way of evan-
gelization in Spain. In asia some dioceses of Philippines adopted this method 
and it resulted successful. Though the stewardship as a way of life is adopted 
in Philippines, no such office is found. They are in the process of making one. 
They want to spread the office to other dioceses of the country. If these coun-
tries can have this office and it is running successfully, India can also have the 
same office adaptable to the situation of the country.
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aPPENDIX 
arcHdioceSeS oF united StateS and tHe oFFice oF StewardSHiP

The following tables contain data and useful information about the arch-
dioceses of the United States. They are directly taken from the United States 
official government population website and from the archdiocesan official 
websites. The essential information’s are collected skillfully and organized in 
tables for easy access. The tables are presented with its adjacent numbers in 
the first column of the table. These numbers are made use in the following 
tables which will represent each corresponding archdiocese.

Archdioceses of U.S.A Inhabitants Faithful Parishes 

1 anchorage (alaska) 463,000 32,170 22

2 atlanta (Georgia) 7,097,000 869,000 167

3 Baltimore (Maryland) 3,170,447 489,109 145

4 Boston (Massachusetts) 4,240,000 1,906,372 288

5 Chicago (Illinois) 6,251,000 2,438,000 356

6 Cincinnati (ohio) 3,074,000 471,457 214

7 Denver (Colorado) 3,472,884 563,441 123

8 Detroit (Michigan) 4,660,000 1,549,000 260

9 Dubuque (Iowa) 998,638 200,588 167

10 Galveston-houston (Texas) 6,249,904 1,181,398 145

11 hartford (Connecticut) 2,011,000 723,000 213

12 Indianapolis (Indiana) 2,640,000 249,500 139

13 Kansas City in Kansas 1,330,000 214,600 108

14 Los angeles (California) 11,816,567 4,263,990 287

15 Louisville (Kentucky) 1,368,911 224,600 102

16 Miami (Florida) 4,408,811 742,608 102

17 Milwaukee (Wisconsin) 2,369,000 673,000 204

18 Mobile (alabama) 1,772,873 67,488 76

19 New orleans (Louisiana) 1,238,228 520,056 107

20 Newark (New Jersey) 3,112,000 1,438,000 218
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Archdioceses of U.S.A Inhabitants Faithful Parishes 

21 New York (New York) 5,854,721 2,634,624 368

22 oklahoma City (oklahoma) 2,634,000 113,800 64

23 omaha (Nebraska) 930,000 238,800 137

24 Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) 4,070,000 1,489,000 257

25 Portland in oregon 3,345,270 417,614 124

26 St. Louis (Missouri) 2,283,000 590,000 184

27 St. Paul and Minneapolis (Minnesota) 3,255,000 845,000 195

28 San antonio (Texas) 2,386,218 723,305 138

29 San Francisco (California) 1,795,666 550,600 90

30 Santa Fe (New Mexico) 1,462,000 321,885 92

31 Seattle (Washington) 5,299,770 990,000 147

32 The Military Services (District of Columbia) – – 307

33 Washington (District of Columbia)  2,824,893 621,476 139
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Diocesan 
priests 

Other 
priests 

Director of 
stewardship Name given to the office of stewardship

1 22 11 1 Stewardship and development
2 211 30 1 Stewardship
3 286 196 1 Development
4 625 477 1 Catholic development services
5 862 697 1 Development
6 271 228 1 Stewardship and giving
7 204 102 1 office of finance administration and planning
8 348 194 1 Stewardship and administration
9 174 31 1 Stewardship
10 227 209 1 Development
11 311 94 1 office of development
12 140 94 1 Stewardship
13 118 55 1 Stewardship and development
14 566 533 1 Development
15 133 50 1 office of mission advancement
16 256 76 1 Development
17 329 347 1 Development and stewardship
18 88 31 1 office for development
19 197 155 1 Stewardship and development
20 604 152 0 office of development and stewardship
21 769 746 1 Development
22 102 30 1 Stewardship and development
23 190 78 1 Stewardship and development
24 573 357 1 office for community development
25 164 188 1 Stewardship and development
26 346 319 1 Stewardship
27 316 84 1 Development and stewardship
28 142 170 1 Development office
29 236 160 1 office of development
30 129 79 1 Development office
31 209 95 1 Stewardship
32 307 52 1 Finance and administration
33 397 396 1 Secretariat for development
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The title under which the office of stewardship 
is found in the archdiocesan website

Number 
of staff

1 opening page 1
2 offices 5
3 offices 28
4 offices 4
5 offices and ministries 6
6 Ministries and offices 2
7 offices 12
8 Mission priorities 1
9 opening page 1
10 Ministries and offices 6
11 offices 1
12 offices 14
13 Ministries 6
14 Department 20
15 Services 7
16 administration 8
17 Ministries and offices 10
18 Ministries and offices 1
19 Ministries 1
20 offices and ministries 4
21 offices 1
22 offices 3
23 Ministries 1
24 administrative offices 3
25 offices 3
26 offices and agencies 3
27 offices 4
28 Department and offices 2
29 Ways to give 2
30 Financial services 2
31 Giving 4
32 offices 1

33 Ministries and offices 1
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